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TAG LINE
For just one day they wanted life on the inside

LOG LINE
A group of troubled teens from a low-income community break into “Los Ricos”, the local
mansion with a border fence, and spend the day pretending to be rich in order to forget
their difficult lives.

SHORT SYNOPSIS
Matías is a bright teenager whose family struggles with harsh financial troubles. When he
discovers “Los Ricos”, a wealthy family, are out of town, Matías breaks into their mansion
where he and his friends spend an afternoon basking in the good life. The party is soon
disrupted when a trouble-making relative shows up uninvited. Loyalties are then pushed to the
breaking point as Matías’s desire for power in the house rises.
At its heart, Rich Kids is about a young man’s transformation from the person he thinks he's
supposed to be into the person he really is, as he comes to terms with the realities and
consequences of living a community ravaged by the wealth gap and income inequality.

DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT
I find as a writer/director that I’m drawn to telling stories that dig into untold regions of the
American experience. And I usually tell stories that are intensely personal, usually coming
from a facet of my life.
The idea for Rich Kids came out of an incident that happened in the neighborhood I grew
up in. Our road cut through two completely different neighborhoods, one, a low-income
working-class neighborhood and the other, an upper middle-class neighborhood. Although
the road was only eight feet wide, the divide was clear as day. Even made clearer when a
neighbor from the upper-class side boarded up a hole in the fence to keep the lower-class
kids from cutting through their neighborhood.
My house was on the edge of the upper middle-class neighborhood at the road. It was a
beautiful, ostentatious fortress built incongruously in the neighborhood. And it had a tall,
winding fence all around it, letting everyone on the other side of the road know to: Keep
Out.
The house was a neighborhood legend that the locals spun stories about. School friends
and kids in the neighborhood were always breaking in to get a look inside. It wasn’t until I
moved out on my own, did I grow to appreciate what that house represented to people who
didn’t even have a house. The luxury and tranquility it offered. An escape from the
hardships of life.
That’s where Rich Kids begins. A few years ago, a group of kids broke into the house.
Evidence left behind tells us that these kids lived in the house for a few days, having one
hell of a time before it ended in tragedy. We turn on the local news and see stories like
theirs all the time. And many people just think, “Well, they were bad kids,” change the
channel, and forget about them.
But I knew kids from this community, they were my friends. They are so much more than
what you see on the news. They are brilliant, talented, passionate, and multi-faceted and
many experience hardships in life including loss of a parent due to deportation,
homelessness, hunger, and no access to education. I wanted to use this opportunity to
give those kids a voice. To give as many marginalized communities as we could a creative
say in this project. I made this movie because as a woman in film, I was tired of being
marginalized. I was tired of seeing other people being marginalized in film. So I thought,
let’s get together and make something beautiful that allows us to show the world who we
are.

I never realized how scarce Latino representation in the entertainment industry was until I
started working on Rich Kids. Our primary goal for Rich Kids is to give a voice to Latino
youth who are sorely underrepresented in media, to dissolve mass media stereotypes of
Latinos, and to promote an appreciation for diversity.
As of 2017, 55 million Latinos, about 18% of the total population, live in the United States.
The Latino population is expected to grow to the extent that the US, non-Hispanic
population will drop below 50% by 2042. Across the country, Latinos are moving to smaller
towns across the country away from the major receiving states. Public reaction to this
growth has varied from welcoming to violence. This demographic change will affect the
United States’ political, cultural, and economic future. It’s very important to examine how
the media and news affects the American public’s perception of Latinos. In order to live up
to the ideals of an inclusive society, we must work to shift attention away from Latino
stereotypes of maids or gang members.
Another important theme for me in this film is the exploration of feminism and how this
movement can have a positive effect on both young women and men today in how they
interact with each other. Rich Kids highlights youth and sexuality by focusing on different
facets of consent and pleasure from the perspective of the female gaze. It was important to
me that there be no nudity or rape or any kind of sexual violence towards women, because
I want to show young people what healthy sexual relationships and good communication
looks like. Our culture expects women to be passive, emotional, and polite, and men to be
strong, unemotional, and dominating. These unattainable ideas of femininity and
masculinity are toxic to our self identity. My hope is that young women will be empowered
by the female characters to stand up for equality and that young men will be inspired to
show their softer sides, that the intimacy of sharing their true selves rather than playing into
an idea of masculinity is a real reward.
Bullying is another important topic that plays a large role in Rich Kids. Both David and I
experienced bullying as kids, and we felt like it was an important part of our teen years to
showcase. Bullying has become an ever-growing problem in the U.S., and it’s a very
sensitive subject for many people to talk about. Rich Kids shows the crushing effects
bullying can have on an individual and on our relationships. We hope this film can provide
an opportunity to explore, in a safe, neutral way, the impact of bullying. Rich Kids also
demonstrates the importance of standing up for those that are being bullied if they can’t
protect themselves, and that anybody can do it if they can find the courage.

The most important thing I'll take away from shooting Rich Kids was the creative joy and
inspiration these young actors brought to my life. Our cast's energetic presence on set
made the whole experience feel like we were at sleepaway camp. The nonstop laughs,
music, and pranks kept an exhausted crew going well beyond a normal workday. But
when it was time to shoot, these actors always knew their lines and gave their whole hearts
to their characters and their cast mates. Because they relate so deeply to their characters’
lives and struggles, their courage and creative joy has been imprinted in every single
frame, and I know you will feel it when you watch the film.
I can’t stop thinking: what message did that big fence around our house send to the kids in
my neighborhood? All our systems, whether they be economic, justice, or education,
create their own invisible fences which block equal access to working class, poor, and
ethnic communities.
Making this film has been about breaking through those fences.
Thank you for watching the film.

LAURA SOMERS

WRITER'S STATEMENT
When Laura and I met to discuss her idea for the Rich Kids script she already had a basic
story line mapped out in her head and ideas on shaping the narrative and characters. Having
developed a familiarity with each other's work over the past six or so years we'd discovered our
overlapping storytelling sensibilities and love of character over plot.
I saw Rich Kids as an opportunity to develop and explore the lives of characters that I'd always
wanted to see on the screen. To me, this meant an obligation to be as honest as possible so
that the film would be compelling and hopefully provoke some real thought and emotion from
the audience.

DAVID SALDAÑA

LAURA SOMERS
CO-WRITER, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER

Laura is originally from Pasadena, TX. She wants to live in a world where female directors are
hired for 51% of the jobs in film and television. She is a solid, nurturing, and enthusiastic
director committed to being an in demand film director. Laura’s directing strengths lie with her
solid storytelling skills, powerful use of imagery, and her ability to inspire passionate
performances from actors.
A graduate of NYU's TISCH School of the Arts, Laura's work has been highlighted at The W
Hotels, UCLA Medical Center, American Theater Magazine, New York Magazine and Vanity
Fair. Her films have played at festivals around the world and her work has received financial
support from IBM, the Austin Arts Commission, and Banana Republic. Between 1999 – 2001,
she was Co-Artistic Director of the critically acclaimed award-winning theater company the
dirigo group in Austin, TX. Having directed over 30 plays, her work with the dirigo group was
honored by American Theater Magazine as one of twelve rising American theater companies
“to watch” that were “hot, hip and on the verge”. She recently was named as one of SHOOT
Magazine's up and coming directors of 2016.
From 2006-2014, she was a Editor on reality tv, films, web series and commercials for
networks including TruTv, Spike, SyFy, TV One, MSN.com and Lifetime. In addition to being a
filmmaker, she also teaches aspiring screenwriters with the Wounded Warrior Project and the
Writer's Guild Association. She lives in Los Angeles with her husband and three year old son.

CAST
MICHELLE MAGALLON
VANESSA
Michelle Magallon is a dedicated actress from Houston with a background in musical
theatre, technical work; lighting design. She is currently a student at the University of
Houston with a major in Media Production. Rich Kids is her first film, and first feature
film.

GERARDO VELASQUEZ
MATÍAS
Gerardo Velasquez is a young actor born and raised in Houston. He studied at The
American Academy of Dramatic Arts in Los Angeles, California. He got his start in
Houston by performing in the Dead Rockstar Sing-A-Long Club which won much
acclaim from Houstonia Magazine, Houston Press and Art + Culture Magazine. He
also performed in Rec Room's My So Called Mondays show, every Monday for six
months. Rich Kids is his first film.

ULYSSES MONTOYA
CARLOS
Ulysses is an actor born and raised in Houston Texas. He was an NCAA Division 1
Cross Country and Track Athlete at Houston Baptist University. After dedicating
much time and effort towards a new found passion, acting, Ulysses landed featured
roles in El Rey Networks From Dusk Til Dawn The series and ABC's American
Crime. These small featured roles helped continue to develop him as an actor and
has now gone on to land Co-Star roles in shows including USA networks Queen of
the South and AMC's The Son.

NAOMË ANTOINETTE
ISABEL
Naomë was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey. She is the youngest of three children
from two Haitian parents. At a very young age she learned ballet from her mother
and developed a deep appreciation for dance which fueled her many passions and
charted her on a path to explore the world of arts.
Growing up with her aspiring film director brother allowed her to develop an affinity
for cinema. She now resides in New York City where she continues to purse acting
along with her studies.

CAST
ALESSANDRA MAÑON
VANESSA
Alessandra is a Mexican actor based in LA but that will forever call Texas home. She
grew up in a creative home, which drove her to find her own voice and expression
through performing. A dance and theater background provided an training ground in
which she could explore storytelling through different mediums. Her previous credits
include USA's "Queen of the South", CBS's "Crazy Ex- Girlfriend", and a list of indie
shorts and features.

JUSTIN RODRIGUEZ
STEVE
ailing from NYC, this half Puerto Rican/ half Cuban actor is determined to break into
the tv/film industry. An actor with great range, Rodriguez is proud to be portraying
Steve as his first lead role in an independent feature film. With past acting credits
such as HBO "Girls", and Screen Gems "Can't Take it Back", Justin is determined to
breakout in the industry as a strong Latino lead, who is more than just a stereotype.

BRITTANY SANDOVAL
TINA
Brittany Sandoval found a love for acting at the tender age of 7 years old when she
immigrated from San Andres, Colombia to her adopted hometown of Houston,
Texas. Classically trained, she continued her love of acting, singing, and dancing all
through high school, as well as participating in her schools competitive all girls treble
choir. After graduation, she continued her training by taking course work with
International Performing Arts Academy as well as OneFace International where she
expanded her training to on screen work. She can be seen in the web series "The
Sideline" and "3rd Coast”.

KENNETH WAYNE BRADLEY
DARYL
Kenneth Wayne Bradley has appeared in the feature films; Drive Angry 3D, Stop
Loss, Holy Hell, The Last Lullaby, Martha, Room, Junior, Living The Life, No Pain
No Gain, Hope Floats, Little Boy Blue, The Burden, Making Change, and Two
Mothers For Zachary, (an ABC Movie Of The Week), Room was selected to screen
at both the Sundance and the Cannes film Festivals, and was nominated for the
John Cassavetes Award for the Independent Spirit Awards for 2006.
He has been seen on television as Gary Powers the Alabama Recruiter in two
episodes of Friday Night Lights and has co-starred in episodes of Fear the Walking
Dead, The Leftovers, Chase (The Comeback Kid episode), Prison Break, Walker
Texas Ranger, and America's Most Wanted.

CREW
DAVID SALDAÑA
CO-WRITER, CO-PRODUCER
David Saldaña is from Austin, Texas by way of Portland, Oregon. He started performing and writing as
teenager and made a bunch of goofy short films with his buddies. He graduated from the University of
Texas with a BA in French. Oui. French.
After college, David spent five years as performer in Austin’s theater and comedy scenes. He was a
company member at the critically acclaimed Vortex Theater where he participated in several original and
adapted productions. After burning out as an actor David moved to the Pacific Northwest where he slung
espresso and took up martial arts. It wasn’t long before David’s creative desire returned and he got serious
about screenwriting. He hit the woodshed and has written a pile of features and pilots. Along the way, David
got married, started a family, and relocated to Los Angeles where, apart from making movies, he plays
music and teaches the Brazilian art of Capoeira. David is committed to bringing quality and meaningful
works to the screen.

EUN-AH LEE
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Cinematographer Eun-ah Lee has emerged as a young talent in independent cinema, expressing the core
emotion of every story through her atmospheric style and dazzling camera work.
Born and raised in Seoul, Korea, Eun-ah’s love of art developed in her youth. She landed her first
commissioned painting project at age 12, and continued practicing her art after she moved to the States
where she attended NYU Tisch School of the Arts in directing and cinematography. It was at this time that she
began to develop her filmic style by incorporating her cultural background and artistic training into her work.
To date she has shot more than 50 films.
She is known for her work on "Blackbird"starring Oscar winner Mo'Nique, released theatrically on IMAX and
featured on CNN, "A Song Still Inside", winning the Best Cinematography Award at the Gene Art Film Festival
in New York, Milcho Manchevski’s "Thursday", which premiered at the Venice Film Festival, and "Sea Is All I
Know", starring Melissa Leo, which was an Oscar semi-finalist. Her works have screened worldwide, including
at the Cannes, Sundance, Venice, Pusan, Hong Kong and Los Angeles film festivals.

CREW
EDDIE RODRIGUEZ
PRODUCER
Eddie Rodriguez graduated with a BFA from Southwest Texas State University in 1999. He has devoted his
life to the arts and has professionally freelanced in the Television and Film industry in Houston for over ten
years. While working in a wide variety of media and content, his real passion has always been film. Rich
Kids represents all the elements that have driven this passion encompassing great character, aesthetic and
most importantly, story.

CARMEN MORROW
EDITOR
Born and raised in Vancouver, Canada, Carmen Morrow has lived and worked in Los Angeles since 2005.
Committed to filmmaking that helps humanity evolve, Carmen’s editing credits include independent features
Miss Arizona (Bentonville Film Festival 2018) and Mahjong and the West, which explore the complex
experiences of American women. Carmen was an additional editor and music editor on The Last Word
(starring Shirley MacLaine and Amanda Seyfried), and an associate editor on Plush (starring Emily Browning).
She has also worked as an assistant editor on work films such as Bachelorette, Red Riding Hood and Extract.

In 2016, Carmen edited Scrap Dolls a short film set in Chicago about a boy who learns to overcome his fears.
Currently screening at international festivals, Scrap Dolls won the Children's and Youth Film Competition at
the International Short Film Festival Oberhausen (2017), and the prize for Best Live Action Short Film from
the Children's Film Festival Seattle (2017).

MING VAUZ
COMPOSER
Ming Vauz is the Vice-President of newly formed Launay Vauz Music, Inc.,(2016) formed by Producer and
President of the production company Nick Launay. Partnering with Producer Nick Launay in 2013 on a score
for the film 'Plush', directed by Catherine Hardwicke, Ming has since worked in tandem with Nick Launay on
numerous compositions including a remix for the Yeah Yeah Yeah's, and has contributed guitar, bass and
synth tracks for artists including Cassandra Wilson and Gary Numan/Titan.
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FAQ
1. How did you fund your film?
We crowd-funded Rich Kids via Seed & Spark and accepted personal donations. We split the
crowd-funding up into two separate campaigns, one for production and one for postproduction, approximately one year apart. The idea was to spread things out instead of asking
for one larger lump sum. We were concerned about "going to the well" more than once but
overall, people were happy to support. We did have an unforeseen challenge during the
second campaign. Hurricane Harvey hit the Houston area where many of our supporters live.
We felt guilty asking for money during that time but a lot of folks in the areas affected still gave
because they really wanted to see the movie completed. It was really touching and made us
feel even more responsible to do right by our supporters and put out a solid film.
2. Where did the idea for Rich Kids come from?
The story was inspired by a real life event that happened in the house that writer/director Laura
Somers grew up in. A group of kids from a neighboring community broke into the family’s
home while it was empty, and lived in the house for several days before one of them was
killed. Using clues left behind from the kids, Laura wanted to retrace their steps and create a
story about their lives, to shed light on the economic inequality and how it affects today’s
youth, using her home, the surrounding neighborhood, and characters inspired by her
neighbors to amplify it.
3. How did you cast the film?
Laura and her sister, Sabrea, who is an Executive Producer on the film, created notices on
local and national casting sites (including craigslist!), and contacted Houston acting teachers
and coaches in search of talent, and scouring IMDB looking for television shows shot in Texas.
After gathering a list of young up and coming actors, they held auditions in South Houston, TX.
The auditions consisted of group improvisation, cold readings, and personal storytelling. From
there Laura would spend several hours talking with the actors on Skype that she was
interested in casting, getting to know their personal backgrounds and personalities.

FAQ
4. Are there any significant locations that mean something to the filmmakers?
The house and neighborhood that Rich Kids was filmed in is the personal home of director
Laura Somers, and the neighborhood she grew up in.
5. What do you hope to accomplish with the film?
The goal was to make a socially conscious film with truthful characters and a strong story that
would resonate with people. Specifically, we wanted to shine a light on the current American
economic struggle and portray Latinos differently from the stereotypes we've seen so many
times. It was also extremely important to us to provide quality opportunities for the women
(both cast and crew) that made this production possible.
6. How did you decide on the music for the film?
Ming Vauz, the composer was suggested by Rich Kids Editor Carmen Morrow. Carmen really
honed the music style for the film, suggesting a haunting electronic landscape overall. Ming
has a background in this type of musical style, creating ethereal shoegaze textures within a
jagged classic 80's goth and post-punk style, and they met while working together on
Catherine Hardwicke’s film, Plush. The majority of the soundtrack artists are up and coming
Latino musicians who play electronic, pop, and Bossa Nova, including Dream Panther, klUtch,
Chris Alonzo, Matthew Nicholson, Yara Linss, and Maya Solovéy. We also have fun
electronic/pop music from up and coming musicians Disco Shrine (of Los Angeles), Landings
(from Brisbane) and Toby Braithwaite (Netherlands).

CAST QUOTES
Being a part of an all Latino cast felt empowering. Especially in the fact that we are all so
different. The cast as collective is an eloquent representation of Latin America’s rich history
that offers textured, beautiful and diverse people whose cultural background span the global
from Spain to Africa.
- Brittany Sandoval, Tina
What struck me upon reading Rich Kids for the first time was how uncanny the parallels
between Matt’s life and my own were. I grew up in Houston in a low-income household, so
does Matt in the film. I had a turbulent relationship with my father (who worked in construction),
so does Matt in the film (who’s father works in construction). I even rode my bike around to
escape my home life, as Matt does for much of the film. It gave me a sense of empathy for a
character unlike any I’ve ever felt. I didn’t really feel like I was acting because I felt like I was
playing myself.
- Gerardo Velasquez, Matías
I stayed awake until four in the morning to finish the script. I couldn’t stop thinking about the
story and imagining the lives of these kids beyond the pages. They were tangible, broken,
sometimes kind, and sometimes cruel. They had to learn to live in the system that trapped
them, the unprivileged and disadvantaged circumstance that they all dreamed of escaping. My
character, Isabel, was written like any other girl. She has dreams for a better life, for freedom.
She has insecurities and fears but learns to let go of those, block out the dark and violent
circumstances that surround her, and tune in to herself. Because of that she’s able to choose
the right path and in the end, she finds the freedom she initially dreamed of. This makes me
think of the present, political state of this country and how we must continue to fight so that no
child, no minority, no voice gets drowned in what is supposed to be a land of opportunity and
dreams.
- Naomë Anoinette, Isabel

CAST QUOTES
My experience working on Rich Kids was an amazing learning opportunity! I was able to relate
to my character Carlos as someone that may have ended up being me in real life had it not
been for sports when I was younger. This was also my first time being able to fully develop a
character from the ground up and bring myself and my personal experiences into his
personality.
– Ulysses Montoya, Carlos
Working on Rich Kids was a major milestone for me, because its all latino cast builds upon
creating more opportunities for latino actors in an industry where latino representation is
scarce.
- Justin Rodriguez, Steve
When I first read this script, I couldn’t believe how different it was, and how much this film is
needed in an industry still struggling with diversity. The script really hit close to home, and I
hope so many others will feel the importance of this film as all of us involved have.
- Michelle Magallon, Vanessa
One of the things that really drew me to this project was the opportunity to explore the latino/a
stereotypes and find the people behind the cliches. Jasmine absolutely uses her sexuality as a
tool, as a way to get the things she wants, but that's not all she is, not by a long shot. We had
such an incredible opportunity on Rich Kids to take latino/a caricatures and turn them on their
head and show everyone that there's so much more to the Latin community than just the
cholo/chola, sexy latina, poor kids from the barrio, uneducated young mom, ect ect
stereotypes. It meant so much to me, as a Mexican American, to get to tell this story about a
group of Latin kids, to push forward the diversification of this industry so that the stories we see
in the media accurately represent everyone living in this country.
– Alessandra Mañon, Jasmin

CREDITS
A RICH KIDS PRODUCTION
Directed by Laura Somers
Written by Laura Somers & David Saldaña
Produced by Laura Somers
Produced by Eddie Rodriguez
Cinematography by Eun-ah Lee
Edited by Carmen Morrow
Music by Ming Vauz
Co-Producer Rosanna Goodman
Co-Producer David Saldaña
Executive Producers
Andrea Ciannavei Sabrea Munz
Kirk Patel Mhari Peschel Gloria Ralston
Associate Producers
Janet Bossard Jennifer Brown Brian Jucha Christina Luffman Elizabeth Moreno
Jerry Roberts Russell Robinson Lucy Rodriguez-Hanley
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First Assistant Director Eddie Rodriguez Second Assistant Director Rosanna Goodman
Matías Gerardo Velasquez
Steve Justin Rodriguez
Vanessa Michelle Magallon
Carlos Ulysses Montoya
Isabel Naomë Antoinette
Jasmin Alessandra Mañon
Tina Brittany Sandoval

Darryl Kenneth Wayne Bradley
Ernesto Ricky Catter
Carla Amelia Rico
Sheriff Alan Darling Kevin Stalls
Brian Briscoe/Landlord Clay Pool
Locksmith Jason Moaz
Amare Amarie Rosario-Page
Police Officer Ken Sevier/Michael Voyer
Austin (skateboarder) William Barker
Neighborhood kid #1 Carlinda Muñoz
Neighborhood kid #2 John-David Gobea
Neighborhood kid #3 Jake Rangel
Van Owner Eddie Rodriguez
Mary Presley Fuentes
Matt's neighbor Mariah Estrada
Stunt Coordinator Ralph Anthony Chavarria
Stunt Rigger Ken Sevier
Stunt Rigger Kevin Clayton
Utility Stunts Tyler Chavarria
Art Department Manuel Cisnero Underwater Camera Operator Andrew Olson
First Assistant Camera Andrew Olson
First Assistant Camera Brian Aichlmayr Second Assistant Camera Angelo Simeone
Media Manager Justin Revis
Camera Intern Robert Stockstill
Still Photographer Patrick Medel
Gaffer John Gordon Hale
Grip Ashly Smith
Grip Paul Yun

Sound Mixer/Boom Operator Alvin G. Morris
Sound Mixer/Boom Operator Teddy Hallaron
Sound Mixer/Boom Operator John Guel
Production Coordinator Laurie Wallace
Special Assistant to the Director Madison Hathaway
Special Effects Clayton Pierce
SFX Makeup Artist Amoré Monét
Location Manager Vaedra Bragg
Picture Car Baldemar Rodriguez
Set Medic Gail Reynolds
Set Medic Andrea Teague Cramer
Catering by Best Bites
Key Production Assistant Chad Legg
Production Assistants
Brittney Stredic Donny Dang
George Christian Gabel Darryl Linden Francisco Moreno
Greg Gondek Hannah Richard
Crowdfunding Campaign Manager Fanny Véliz
Crowdfunding Campaign Manager Nelson Grande
Crowdfunding Production Assistant Kristian Chisholm
Post Production Supervisor James O'Hara
Sound Editor Geoff McNiel
Sound Designer Geoff McNiel
Re-Recording Mixer Geoff McNiel
Post Production Audio Erik Clemente
Colorist Sam Dlugach C.S.I.

Digital Intermediate Editor David M. Blum
Visual Effects Supervisor David M. Blum ves
Visual Effects Artists
David M. Blum ves
Ed Molina
Antonio Rivera
Genaveve Hart
Title Design Shawn Stoner
Music Rights & Clearances Jen Pray
Camera Equipment Provided by Blue Ribbon Media
G & E Equipment Provided by Gear Box Rental
Sound Effects courtesy of freeSFX,
Sound Effects Plus, Zapsplat
Marketing outreach by Creative Allies
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